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Abstract Reading and writing book reviews for learned journals plays an important part in academic life but
little is known about how academics carry out these tasks. Bolland argues that in addition to understanding
Caribbean cultures as being a blend of African and other influences, they must also be viewed in dialectical
terms. In these accounts, he finds evidence of a deeply philosophical people. This inspiration could allow men
to glimpse the truth, reveal the universe, however briefly, and let him express that truth through the arts and,
especially, poetry. An overview supplies your reader with certain general information not appropriate for
including in the introduction but necessary to understanding the body of the review. The tlamatinime, or wise
men, first studied the codices and legends and attempted to interpret them. Organize using a logical plan
Organize the body of your review according to a logical plan. Aviation History offers an objective view of
aviation developments and illustrates the interactive nature of the industry. The organization of Aviation
History allows the reader to easily follow the evolution of aviation. In this situation, the author provides good
material and content, which is hampered by poor organization. Do you have any suggestions for the direction
of future research in the area? All chapters are composed of several defining parts that maintain a sense of
continuity throughout the volume. Is the article a documentary, a write-up of primary research, a position
paper, etc.? The third part, "From Slavery to Freedom," is divided into two chapters that examine the problems
and politics of freedom in the 19th century. These men, akin in style and intentions to the early
poet-philosophers of Greece, probed the most profound questions of the human existence. Within the text of
the chapter, there are an assortment of breakout boxes that either describes an historic event, provides
historical evidence to support aviation theories, or relates bibliographical information about individuals who
were propitious in shaping aviation history. Bolland's dialectical analysis of Creole society would be put to
test if the antagonisms he identifies were examined in the context of an Hispanic environment. Once again, the
first chapter in this section offers a general overview which is based exclusively on secondary sources printed
in English. Here Bolland's scholarship is focused on the topics he is most comfortable with. Assuming the role
of an analytical reader will also help you to determine whether or not the author fulfills the stated purpose of
the book or article and enhances your understanding or knowledge of a particular topic. Where does the author
fail to do so? The Writing Center has other handouts to help you paraphrase text and introduce quotations.
What situation i. The author supplies an in-depth analysis of various aspects of aviation often glossed over in
aviation books. The wise men meditated, thought. But these men, the tlamatinime, differed from the warrior
class or the common people in that they sought to "discover the meaning of life on an intellectual plane. This
format spotlights the key phases of aviation development. If this was so, then the question arose of whether
anything was worth doing. The book is well-referenced, making skillful use of first-person sources. You can
make the most efficient use of your reading and notetaking time if you are an active reader; that is, keep
relevant questions in mind and jot down page numbers as well as your responses to ideas that appear to be
significant as you read. Over the years O. The chapter on Central America is a survey which is based on
secondary sources published in English. What criteria are you basing your position on? Can you justify the use
of this work in a particular course? Others did not despair so easily. Write the introduction Below are a few
guidelines to help you write the introduction to your critical review. Aviation History is a collection of
significant events in aviation accented by the people who made it happen and correlated with world affairs.
Unfortunately, the intriguing stories may also confuse readers when they are so numerous as to distort the flow
of the text. Does the author present extraneous material? Millbrooke presents a broad analysis of aviation
history that focuses on developments worldwide, as opposed to the many history books that single out
achievements of the United States. Consider the use of primary historical material, case studies, narratives,
recent scientific findings, statistics. If solutions to a problem are offered, are they believable, misguided, or
promising?


